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Oracle Resources


AskTom  - AskTom, by Tom Kyte of Oracle Corporation, is easily one of the best Oracle question and answer sites on the web.

 
DBASupport.com  - A general Oracle portal containing articles, scripts and excellent forums.

 
My Oracle Support (MOS)  - Oracle online support services.

 
Oracle Certification  - Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) homepage.

 
Oracle Corporation  - Oracle corporate homepage.

 
Oracle Magazine  - Online version of the Oracle magazine.

 
Oracle Technology Network  - Central resource for all Oracle software, documentation and sample code.

 


Oracle Tools and Utilities


Dbvisit - Dbvisit is a real alternative for Oracle Data Guard without the cost and complexity, is more secure and works for Oracle 8i to 11g.


Oracle SQL Developer  - Oracle SQL Developer is a free and fully supported  graphical tool for database development. With SQL Developer, you can browse database objects, run SQL statements and SQL scripts, and edit and debug PL/SQL statements. You can also run any number of provided reports, as well as create and save your own. SQL Developer enhances productivity and simplifies your database development tasks.


UnZip Utilities Download  - Assorted unzip utilities for UNIX platforms from Oracle.

 
VirtualBox  - VirtualBox is a powerful x86 and AMD64/Intel64 virtualization product for enterprise as well as home use.

 
 

Free Books


ProGit - Online and downloadable book.


Git Tutorials - Online tutorials.


SVNBook - Online and downloadable book.





Forums


Oracle Technology Forums


DBASupport.com Forums










Favorite Software


Apache HTTP Server  - The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an open-source HTTP server for modern operating systems including UNIX and Windows NT.

 
MobaXterm  - Enhanced terminal for Windows with X11 server, tabbed SSH client, network tools and much more.

 
PHP  - PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML.

 
phpBB  - phpBB is a high powered, fully scalable, and highly customizable Open Source bulletin board package. phpBB has a user-friendly interface, simple and straightforward administration panel, and helpful FAQ.

 
UltraEdit  - UltraEdit the #1 selling, most powerful, value priced text editor available! The ideal text, HEX, HTML, PHP, Java, Perl, Javascript, and programmer's editor!

 
WordPress  - WordPress is a state-of-the-art semantic personal publishing platform with a focus on aesthetics, web standards, and usability. What a mouthful. WordPress is both free and priceless at the same time.




Consulting


ONQU Support  - ONQU Support provides Oracle, Weblogic, MySQL and Oracle Applications DBA support for onsite, cloud and fusion platforms on a 24*7 basis with proactive monitoring via a JIRA Service desk. ONQU is CyberSmart Security certified and services are delivered using remote VPN access or onsite project delivery.

 


Recruitment


Jobserve.com  - Jobserve is the most successful recruitment site of its kind. IT Recruitment agencies send us details of their latest requirements and we post the details onto our web site and keep them there for 5 working days. We also generate a neatly formatted list o

 


Others


Plant spare parts & consumables


1Place Cloud Unification - Hybrid & Multi-Cloud Unification Software - Fully synchronised, in real-time and all in 1PLACE.
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